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POLITICAL IDEOLOGY v. -JUDICIAL.:INDEPENDENCE
, 'Governors and presidents tend to ap-
point people to the supreme court who reflect
in a general way their own attitudes and
values. Some observers accordingly consider
the power to replace departing justices a
democratic' check on judical power, an idea:
with enough trUth to threaten the way ap-
pointing powers view appointments and the
way judges see themselves. -
If a governor orpresident wants to appoint
justices toperpetuate his or hey'own way of
thinking, two criteria have major impor-
tance: youth (so the appointee will be around _
for a long time) and political ideology. Ap-
pointees will tend to beyoung people who are
true believers rather than independent
thinkers. Ciark and Bir'd could be viewed as
examples of this kind of appointment, al-
though other appointments by Reagan and
Jerry Brown (notably Wright and Manuel)
suggested that these governors were not con-
cerned exclusively with seeing their ideas im-
Reaffirmation: -A DECISION
-CALIFORNIA MUST MAKE
By Sharon E. Foster
On November 4, 1986 the people of Cal-
ifornia will vote on many different issues,
but none so controversial as the issue of
whether or not they should elect to retain
the six Justices of the California Supreme
Court. This is not a novel concept to the
people of the state of Califomia who have
a state constitutional right to periodically
vote on State Supreme Court Justices.
However, this may be the first time that
the people of California decide to vote
against the retention of one or more of
the Justices. Because of this possibility,
the issues of what factors the people
should consider when voting for a Su-
preme Court Justice and whether the peo-
ple of the state of California should be al-
lowed to vote on the Justices have re-
ceived all sorts of attention.
Initially, we must accept the fact that, at
least for the purposes of this election, the
people of California do have a constitutional
right to vote on whether or not to retain
those Supreme Court Justices on the bal-
lot. In response to this problem, those in
favor of retaining these Justices urge us to
not look at the opinions written by them.
We are to blindly vote to retain all of them
for fear that if we do not we will have
Justices rendering their opinions to ap-
pease the masses or the politicians that.en-
joy public favor. Others argue that -we
must vote in favor of retaining these
Justices in order to preserve judicial in-
tegrity and to keep our pristine justices
pure as virgins from the ugliness of poli-
tics. These arguments ignore political real-
ity and human nature.
Although somewhat removed from the
normal political attributes of elective office,
the office of any Justice, state or federal,
is of a political nature. Our Justices are ap-
pointed by elected officials, make decisions
that effect our social and political behavior
and have their own pofitical beliefs.
Whether or not we should subject our
Justices to this electoral process will be
discussed further below. However, this is
an academic issue for the purposes of the
November4, 1986 election. More crucial
for the purposes of this election is how
-should the people of California vote. As
- with any election in a free society, the peo-
ple should vote as they see fit. ..
Some have pointed to the media hype
prevalent in this election as clouding the is-
sues. Let's face facts, the media is respon-
sible for such disinformation in every elec-
tion, world.events, and other occurrences
that it "reports." The media is a classic
example of the economic theory of supply
and demand. If there is a demand for cer-
tain news items, the media will supply it.
Accurate, factual, and responsible report-
ing, however, is discounted in this equa-
tion because it is artistic sensationalism
that-is the important factor in the ratings
game. Thus, the end result that we see on
T. V. or read in the newspapers is nothing
more than regurgitated hyperbole unfit for
analysis, yet appealing for mass consump-
, tion.
The media has been successfully
manipulated by conservatives and liberals -
alike. And, I agree, the media has been
manipulated in this present situation. Yet
I do not believe that the answer to this
problem lies in the censorship of the press.
The First Amendment of the United States
Constitution encourages the dissemination
of a wide variety of views with the hope
that the people will be able to sort out the
dis information from substantive informa-
tion. Unless we are ready to throw out our
First Amendment privileges as just so
much surplusage, I suggest that those who
argue against the media in the present sit-
uation think twice about the consequences
of their words.
(Continued On Page 3)
plemenied after they had left office.
Concern about the aPPotntment power
was visible in the immediate legislative reac-
tion to the commission's investigation. A
number of measures uiere proposed featur-
ing constitutional amendments that would
make all future appointments to the bench
subject to confirmation in the state senate, .
the way presidential nominations are subject
to confirmation in the U.S. Senate. These
measures were defeated {jut they reflecteda
sense that the power of appointment 'has a
political dimension that warrants a form of
political review now lacking in California
government. Ironically, in this sense the
proposals reinforced rather than challenged
-the concept that the purpose ofjudicial ap-
pointments is to perpetuate on the bench the
. political thought of a governor. "
An Excerpt From: Stolz, Preble, '.fudging
Judges, p. 420-21, The Free Press, N.Y.,
. 1981.
AN AMERICAN, WEREWOLF
AT OXFORD:
THE -TRANSFORMAlfION
By Chuck Michel
For some, Oxford conjures up images of
begowned students sitting in a classroom,
surrounded by books and portraits, listen-
ing to a learned "Don" lecture. For,
others, Oxford is Rob Lowe rowing on the
Thames to impress an English Princess.
For most, Oxford Law School means be-
wigged brainpower and heady banter,
maybe with an occasional break as some
first year student is mentally disem-
boweled by his teacher's Socratic probing.
In reality, studying at Oxford is an un-
pretentious and worthwile experience, both
academically and culturally. I had the op-
portunity to benefit from that experience
this summer through a program sponsored
by the University of San Diego.
Oxford University is really a conglomer ~
ation of 29 interrelated colleges. Most of
them were built between the 12th and 15th
centuries. To gain admission, a British stu-:
dent must have high grades and pass a bat-
tery of tests. If the prospective student is
good enough, he will be interviewed by the
college faculty and a final decision will be
made.
The English law program differs from
ours in that law is studied intensly during
the four years that would make up our un-
dergraduate program. Most teaching is
tutorial, meaning a student meets individu-
ally with his professor once a week to
present the essay he or she has prepared.
The essay and the presentation are criti-
cized and a new one is assigned. Should a
student fail to perform, he will be 'sent
down' or expelled.
At Oxford, caps and gowns are worn on
a variety of occasions, especially during
examinations. Nomially, a jacket and tie is
worn. (The American summer program is
much less competitive or formal).
(Continued On Page 10)
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IJromThe
Editor'!i De§k
In each edition of the Loyola Reporter, I will address at least one critical and important
issue affecting our lives at Loyola Law School. I truly wish I had the space and time to
cover every topic of interest to the law school community, Unfortunately, I cannot do so.
But, I will take the time to write on a subject if the need is urgent or of the utmost im-
portance. This month I have two such topics.
Theft and Security at Loyola
Recently, the law school has suffered a series of thefts and property damage. First,
some of the student organizations have experienced the theft of valuable property and
personal items. So far, the-se takings have not been linked to the students themselves.
In fact, circumstances indicate that they are the result of midnight or early morning ac-
tivities on the part of one or more employees of the law school. There have been no leads
nor arrests at this time. These acts are simply inexcusable and intolerable regardless of
the identity of the specific individual(s) involved. They must come to an end if this school
is to maintain any kind of integrity. Irrespective of the school's obligation to provide secu-
rity for our people, we must all participate in stopping these acts.
In addition, there has been a rash of carthefts, On Wednesday, October 15, 1986, I
observed security agents outside the 1420 9th Street building investigating two consecu-
tive thefts pertaining to parked automobiles (both occurred within a one hour period). At
the same time, an automobile owned by one of the Reporter staff members was recklessly
. damaged by a truck while parked on Valencia Street. Needless to say, there were no wit-
nesses at the time these acts occurred. So, what else is new!
But that's not all. I have received numerous reports of break ins occurring inside the
Union Street parking lot. Allegedly, many personal items .such as books, notes and even
suits have been lost orever. itgain, these acts are simply intolerable. I now believe that
- security at Loyola has become completely ineffective. However, we are told that every-
thing possible is being done to prevent these acts of vandalism and thievery. Is this really
true?
, I had the opportunity to question two separate Loyola security agents on the Wednes-
day stated above. The first one was attempting to secure a badly damaged Honda from
additional thefts. When I asked him if he planned to remain in the area for a short while,
he replied that the school could not afford to keep guards on patrol around the perimeter
of the campus. That was ajob for the LAPD, he replied. But of course, it is always eas-
ier to leave theresponsibility to someone else. Whynot! The LAPD blame the politicians
and the politicians blame the voters. I guess the victims are now responsible for crime
prevention.
The second security guard could only agree that crime aroundLoyola has become a real
problem. He suggested that it may come down to telling loiterers around the campus to
be on their way. Gee, what a novel legal solution! I wonder what the courts will have to
say. The agent clarified that the security will patrol around the outside of the school in
routine sweeps. But, how often? The guards cannot secure the perimeter of the campus
because their focus is on the inside of the campus where there are usually hundreds of
people. Wouldn't it make more sense to protect the borders of our school from the en-
try of unwanted elements? .
Well, I do not advocate vigilantism. However, I suggest that the students of Loyola take
some initiative. We can be the eyes and ears of the school's security. As a member of
a neighborhood watch this past summer, I helped cut the rate of crime on my street sig-
. nificantly. While wf:_could not put the true CUlprits behind bars we did create a working
deterence. Loyola can do the same. In the meantime, I appeal to the administration to
solve this situation. God forbid that someone, someday will be seriously injured or hurt
by a local criminal. Why wait for it to happen. Isn't property damage enough incentive to .
act? It's too bad we have to do some other individual's job.
The Loyola Reporter, Finances, and the SBABulletin
As you have probably noticed, the Loyola Reporter has expanded and improved notice-
ably. I have heard mostly good things about the newspaper from students, faculty, ad-
ministration and alumni. On behalf of the entire Reporter, I thank you. In addition, I com-
mend the staff, editors and contributors for their hard work and almost rewardless efforts.
However, the Loyola Reporter is currently suffering financial pressures to our detriment.
It is close to returning to the simple four page tabloid that it used to be. I refuse to bee
lieve that this is what the entire school really wants to see.
The editorial board of the Loyola Reporter is doing everything in its power to reduce -
the outrageous costs of typesetting and publication. We are close to a permanent solu-
TWO HUNDRED YEARS OLD AND STILL NOT AN ANTIQUE
Although the document is 200 years old,
the. Constitution cannot qualify as an
antique-that which is of ancient times,
old, and out of date. The enduring vitality
of the Constitution, however, is the
greatest compliment which an idea can be
given. For an idea to endure, it must
generate belief, withstand critical analysis,
and endure the test of time. It is rare
enough for a scientific theory to achieve
this plateau of recognition, but it is almost
unheard of for a political thesis to reach this
level.
Political theories, unlike most ideas,
have an effect upon people's most basic
rights and their ability to exercise them.
This "at home" effect causes a political
idea to be scrutinized less objectively and
by a greater number of people than would
normally scrutinize scientific or other
types of ideas. With this intense concern
and under this close scrutiny, how has the
Constitution survived? .
The beauty of the Constitution and the .
key to its enduring usefullness is the docu-.
ment's ability to provide a governmental
system where the need for national order
can be recognized without sacrificing the
individual freedoms which we all cherish.
As evidenced throughout our nation's his-
tory the Constitution has been the focal
point of numerous controversies. The sys-
tem, however, was not the conflict; but
rather, the answer. Each time, the parties
'believed in the form of the government and
looked to the Constitution for the solution
to the problem. The amazing part is that
the Constitution has always provided the
solution.
The system of checks and balances has
provided a government with limitless
powers when all three branches are in
agreement. Notwithstanding, the rights of
the individual have always been a foremost
concern and numerous times we have
. seen our mighty government act with the
concern and caution of a surgeon when
dealing with the rights of a very few.
Yes, it is the Bicentennial of our Consti-
tution and we should have a celebration,
but among the parties, cheers,' and fire-
works . . . let's remember the docu-
ment's true significance: the reality of our
freedom and the promise for our children.
Mike Vetter
tion that will benefit the school for many years to come. This involves utilizing our com-
puter facilities, seeking alternative printers, and re-e~alua~ng o~r advert;ising r~te struc-
ture. Unfortunately, we still come up short offun~s m the mtenrn. The ImmedIat; solu-
tion is to reduce the size of the newspaper substantially. That means that someone shard
work would have to be forfeited and our quality would have to suffer. I personally do not
want this to happen. I promised an open forum for eve~o~e and I intend to do everything
possible to alleviate the present situation. The question ISwhat value the ENTIRE law. "-school places on our services. . .
The initial inquiry is whether we have approached the Student Bar ASSOCiationsfor
financial help. The answer is yes. First, as of the ninth wee~ of the Fall semes~er, there
is not one organization that has seen a single dollar of finan~lal support. Un.believable as
it may seem, last year's day SBA ran significant budget de~clts. I haye ~een informed that
this situation is being investigated and a resolution to the-discrepancies ISnear. However,
in the event that a deficit remains, guess who will pay for it? The SBA will have to make
up the difference with this year's budget allocation (including first year students and trans-
fers that were not even present when these obligations were incurred). In the meantime,
I suggest that the SBA publish budget and cost information so that everyone can .see ex-
actly how their funds are being allocated. I think you may be unpleasantly surpnsed. In
fact, some of you may be quite shocked. I advise students to attend the SBA's meetings
and solicit your IOC (Inter Organization Council) representatives for information.
Needless to say, the Loyola Reporter will not receive the kind of financial support ne-
cessary to sustain the current size of our publication. Frustrated, we must look elsewhere
for alternatives. However, if the students truly are interested in the expansion and growth
of our campus newspaper, I suggest you apply the necessary pressure on your SBA rep-
resentatives and the administation. After all, the entire law school benefits from our fo-
rum of free expression and communication, not just a select few. Also, I REMIND ALL
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES that.the Reporter
has always offered them FREE ADVERTISING SPACE! I do not want to see this come
to an end.'
The next best practical solution is to raise the Reporter's advertising rates. It sounds
great in theory considering that the bar reviews have had no real alternative to advertis-
ing since the administration instituted their' 'let's get rid of the bar review" campaign.
But there is a caveat to this solution. The SBA bulletin has recently begun to accept com-
mercial advertising to help fund the cost of publication, (Surprised that the school does
not pay for this expense, don't be. In fact, it cost approximately $3,000 of your SBA fund
to pay for it last year). Moreover, this new advertising policy was initiated by the school's
administration, but I was assured that the SBA still retained control over all decisions af-
fecting the bulletin from the administration itself. That is simply not true.
Here is the truth of the matter. The SBA bulletin is, for all practical purposes, entirely
in the hands of the administration now. And, the revenues generated from the advertise-
ments placed in the bulletin go directly into the school's coffer, not the SBA's treasury
as originally promised. So, where does this leave the Loyola Reporter? It leaves us in deep
jeopardy. The revenues generated by the SBA bulletin will not go to the Loyola Reporter.
More importantly, we cannot realistically compete with a weekly publication that offers
advertising to the same sponsors. To make matters worse', it is the school's intention to
make the SBA bulletin into a weekly newspaper. I am sure the administration will come
up with a poor excuse. Who do they think they are fooling? Do they really believe the stu-
dents are that naive? All that we ask is that they act honestly and communicate with us,
particularly when their decisions affect us so greatly! Is this too much to ask?
Now that I have cut offmy nose despite my face, I will sit back and take my punishment.
This article is an example of how, the Loyola Reporter, refuses to compromise on our
commitment to expression and communication. We will not yield to the power of the ai-:
mighty dollar. We will continue to make every effort to help our newspaper survive (and
hopefully overcome) our current adversities. I apologize to anyone that submitted an ar-
ticle to the Reporter and was not published. We just cannot exceed our size limitations
at the current time. We will try to print them in future editions if possible. The question
that remains is whether the Loyola Reporter is truly important to the members of our
campus. Thatis a question that each of you must answer. I ask for your support.
Mitchell A. Jackman
Editor-In-Chief, 1986-87
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Editorial And OpinionARGUENDO
"THE TOPPLING
LADDER"
VIEWPOINT #1
"Covered wagon, medicine show
take you to a place where the healing flows
Weak in spirit? We got the juice.
Won't save your soul?
It'll shine your shoes."
"Medicine show"
by Big Audio Dynamite
The Toppling Ladder with Spilling Paint
arrived swathed in bandages lying on a bed
and in need of a grafting operation. Was it
an accident? In their patience the supervis-
ing artists and their creation were at that
moment as impressive and well identified
with each other as could possibly be.
Home-delivery for the newly born.
Claes Oldenburg and Coosje yan Brug-
gen. Are they co-defendants in a case of
fraud? Or are we the new guardians of an
estate whose newest monument does not
simply commemorate a past life or event,
but is a metaphorical objectification of
everlasting presence?
Personally I view this addition to my
work environment as one of the most re-
warding benefits I have yet received in
nearly thirteen years of service to the Law
School. And yet it also serves to remind
me of my failure to take full advantage of
the enormous opportunities that havebeen
created by my associations within this
most purposeful institution. Ironically the
public is free to enjoy this masterpiece
without charge; but for their sake I do hope
that anyone who comes in contact with it
realizes. the potential energy that is capa-
ble of transferred through such art.
The cynicalwill pick it apart (the sculp-
ture as well as the collaboration). The ap-
preciative will recognize its inherent sin-
gularity and lightness. Still those who see
the potential catastrophe represented
could be the most responsive while those
who' are drawn to its unifying structures
might miss the point. A good question to .
ask is not "will it stand up?" but rather
"will it stand alone?"
The sculpture does not represent any-
thing abstract as much as it is a being
with its own revealing force. As such it
contains universal elements that allow a
reflection of our own experience in force.
These elements are included in a .form
resembling meaningful relationships. How-
ever it may be experienced as more than
a symbol of significant ideas to the extent
that we are able and willing to identify with
the object internally by being receptive to
the fullrange of its intensity. That involves
not limiting its context since its importance
is really far greater than any of us, includ-
ing the artists can imagine. -
To anyone who would think that the
meaning of the work is too obscure I would
say that it almost threatens to be too
literal, an open book easily read. But as I
have already implied its meaning is not
everything. It can reflect an infinite num-
ber of bodies, however, it is most easily
seen as one or two held together in uncer-
tain tension. It can mark any time past,
present or future at any place in any direc-
tion (although "Fall" might become the
sentimental favorite of those inclined to
remembrance as well as speculation) but it
is most easily experienced as being here
and now (the significance of standing on
only one of the four legs.) The chain link is
coincidentally reminiscent of not just Frank
Gehry's pet building material but also of
Hermes' caduceus, the libation cup ofKing
Gudea of Lagash, the Egyptian Book of the
Dead, but especially of the Tantric way of
self-knowledge which can also be arguably'
shown to be compatible withtraditions of
Christian mysticism. It encompasses not
only the geophysical and the astronomical,
the social and the psycho-physioligcal but
the spiritual as well as cosmic.
All of that is quite easy to see isn't it?
Jacob's ladder, the Seven Lotus Centers,
Calvary, Norse myths, ancient American
pyramids, this thing really hums! A verita-
ble amusement park. The spilled pigment
(nirguna brahman = unqualifed absolute)
can even be symbolic of ... no I won't say
it. I could never say what it means as well
as I could perhaps demonstrate, show you
that this artifact is nothing less than an ora-
cle. But then that could be the function of
anything intensely regarded until we see
that what is believed to be outside of our-
selves is all that is within. Pop-art and Zen
are cliches but they point to that important
center where there is no more emphasis
on the foreground than on the background.
Union and separation, order and chaos,
balance and excess cannot be controlled or
reconciled if we insist on limiting our per-
spective in viewing relationships between
certain parties and events. Our legal sys-
tem is concerned with definitions and
causes but in a broader sense than anyone
who holds fast to one-position might real-
ize until they are forced to change position
or at least truly see the whole case before
them.
A lawyer may be needed in a criminal
- trial, a marital dissolution, or bankruptcy
proceeding, but is not so essential to a-
wedding, a delinquent's rehabilitation, or
a charitable donation. 'Still lawyers are not
barred from those activities which too of-
ten reqUITe one to be reversed or
challenged.
The "Ladder and Paint" is as wonder-
ful in its detail as any other great dramatic
suite. Its character is differentiated from
other forms (es\lecially written. \ife or
recorded fiction and music) by its acces-
sibility. It is performed once and for all
right here. It really can't be copied or
edited or misplayed except in our minds. It
is special to this campus and it beckons:
Come and Spend some Time Here. Its'
great publicity and that itself can have
different meanings. I believe it is one of the
most generous and intelligent offerings
that this school and its larger community
of benefactors could ever hope to present
to their members. The idea that its cost
might compare evenly to say a professor's
or an associate attorney's salary for one
year is meaningless to the realization that
this is a work of art capable of transform-
ing life in ways that go beyond providing
sustenance, security, power and recogni-
tion. It is every bit as important as any
scholarship fund, research grant. or legal-
aid support.
Just as there are important legal cases
that serve to define our laws when strictly
worded statutes are lacking, there are im-
portant individual experiences, moments
of intense stimulation as well as intensive
action that serve to qualify our life beyond
our strictly worded resumes or curriculum
vitae. Entertainments can be a revelation.
sacrifices can be an amusement leading to
a sense of accomplishment or disaster. I
think it is fortunate that the work and play
of our "little village" is of such character
that some truly gifted artists have been in-
spired to help us not simply define our lives
better but to actually become more alive
by enhancing our recognition of and iden-
tification with traditional .and eccentric
values.
It may be that the larger a group be-
comes the more it clings to tradition. But
at the same time the chances increase the
the unfamiliar or odd finds its compli-
ment. In turn the field itself can be scaled
down and this is one of the most ingenious
and problematic aspects of our group's
"architecture." One that Loyola will have
to continue to struggle with long after the
eccentric plastic artists have gone.
Robert Greenwald
Stack Supervisor for
The Law Library
VIEWPOINT #2
Dear Editor,
Cadry's recent review of Oldenburg's
"Toppling Ladder" makes two unneces-
sary concessions: First, that one can label
such work "art"; and, second, that it
represents no established political philos-
ophy.
To be successful, art should move one
emotionally, impacting upon one's visceral
senses, forcing one to feel. It should uplift
the human spirit, or remind us of its short-
comings. So undeniably void is the Ladder
of any meaningful emotional value, we
must assume that Oldenburg has a differ-
ent goal in mind.
On an alternative level, art should chal-
lenge us intellectually. It should force us to
discover underlying themes. To accom-
plish this, it must have parameters,
parameters which logically guide the .
viewers to certain similar, albeit not iden-
tical, themes and interpretations. Without
some guidelines, a work lacks substance,
subjecting itself to illimitable interpreta-
tions and to abstract analysis. Such is the
Ladder. Like a magnet at once attracting
yet repelling various ores, the Ladder in-
vites limitless interpretations, each of
which endsup conflicting against the other.
Note, for example, the wholly inconsistent
views sponsored by Oldenburg on the one
hand, and Professor Benson on the other
(L.A. Times, 24 Sept. 1986).
- The sum of innumerous interpretations
- equals art without meaning; or, more
properly, meaning without art. When any
person can attach any meaning, abstract or
otherwise, to a creation, then it's not art
on the intellectual level. So, while a single
work of art may successfully elicit different
emotional responses in each of its viewers,
it cannot hold an unlimited number of
themes. Thus, I believe, Oldenburg has
failed to produce art.
Although the Ladder fails at art, it
nevertheless stands as a monument to the
resounding success of the ethic, of the po-
litical philosophy, for which it represents.
Liberalism (the modern sort, not Iefferso-
nian) espouses the idea that all men are
equal, or should be made equal by the use
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of governmentally administered, Procrus-
tean tactics. This new ethic radically differs
from the premises on which liberalism was
once built, that allmen are created equal,
but-possess diverse abilities. This tenet of
modern day liberalism which supports
graduated income taxes, restributionist
welfare programs, hiring quotas for the un-
derqualified, et al. In essence, the respon-
sibility for oneself has been thrusted onto
government, 'the great equalizer.
, The tenet of liberalism manifests it'self,
culturally, through the vehicle of "modern
art." Modern art, for the most part, lacks
parameters. The message it conveys tells
us that anyone-being equal to all
others-can create' 'art," notwithstand-
ing any dearth of talent. (For example, wit-
ness the excretion of one" artist's" mind
which has been plopped down onto the
corner of Ninth and Figueroa.) Today,
through modern art, anyone can create be- _
cause the responsibility for inspiring emo-
tions or generating themes has been
thrusted upon the viewer by the creator.
Ironically, modern art, seemingly
egalitarian and putatively accessible to all,
has become elitist. It resides in the domain
of the intellectual. Modem art lends itself
out to those. such as law professors, who
are most facile at spitting out nebulous, ab-
stract ideas. It lends itself out to those with
. the disturbingly glib abilities to worm out
justifications from its formlessness. It
lends itself out to those who embrace its
underlying ethic. .
Loyola, proud to show off its new-found
ideology, comforting itself in the secure
knowledge that it, too, is part of the nation-
wide, academia-inspired liberalism, has
betrayed its humanistic values. Confronted
with the cold, hard reality of the homeless,
lying, literally, at its doorsteps behind the
chapel, Loyola has instead given residence
and support to Oldenburg's inert creature.
Reportedly, the Ladder is worth over
$150,000. Should anyone possess the
courage to circulate a petition, mandating
the Ladder's sale, and obligatory, oblatory
donation of the funds earned to local, pri-
vate relief missions, please add the under-
signed to the List.
Dean DeGruccio
, REAFFIRMATION
(Continued From Page 1)
If the real concern involved here is the
preservation of judicial integrity, then the
only feasable answer to the problem is to
change the California constitution to allow
for life appointment of our Supreme Court
Justices. As I see it, those who stand to
gain the most will readily accept this idea.
Hence, if the conservatives are successful
in kicking the liberal Justices off the bench
and replacing them with their own conser-
vative Justices, I do not believe there will
be very much trouble in convincing them to
support a state constitutional amendment
that provides for life tenure. The liberals,
in many cases, will probably re-evaluate
the situation and decide that it is not such
a bad idea to allow the people to vote onju-
dicial retention. In short, this. is not so
much a question of judicial integrity as it is
of political expedience.
I think that it is very important to pre-
serve the integrity of our judiciary. But
even if we give our justices life tenure
there still.remains a serious problem ig-
nored by most of the commentators on this
election, that is the public's respect for the
judiciary. I believe that one of the main rea-
sons that there is a good chance one or
more of our Justices may not be retained
by the people is because of a deep seeded
lack of respect that the public has for the
legal community in general. This problem
has been allowed to grow over the years to
the point where the public esteem for the
legal profession is at an all time low. Pub-
lic respect for the judiciary has been under-
mined. It is imperitave that the public's re-
spect for the judiciary be restored, but this
will undoubtedly take time. The public re-
spect that the judiciary needs must be
earned, it cannot be compelled.
In any event, the winners in this election
will praise the public's intelligence while
the losers will curse the public's igno-
rance. Some will argue to change the pro-
cess while others will be in favor of main-
taining the system as it is. Where we stand
on these issues will depend on where we
sit politically. As for this election, I think
that the people should vote as they see fit.
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S.B.A. NEWS
to participate may constitute an absence."
Therefore a "pass" becomes as bad as a
missed class.
- There are some professors who favor
this interpretation an intend to act accord-
. ingly.
I pointed out to Dean Ides, who drafted
the policy that there were these two in-
terpretations. He agreed that the policy
could be interpreted in both ways. I asked
him which of the interpretations controlled
and was told that they both were equal. I
asked him what would happen if a student
were excluded from a class for what should
be an excusable event, i.e. a car accident,
and the professor insisted on exclusion. He
informed me that he would do the right
thing under the circumstances. When I
pointed out that he had just told me that his
hands were tied according to one of the in-
terpretations, he simply shrugged and
. turned away reiterating that he would do
what is proper. Therefore, I personally
would not want to be the one to test the
administration's thoughts as to what is
"proper.' ,
It must be stressed however, that any
attendance policy is discretionary, and en-
forcement is up to the particular professor.
If a professor intends to enforce atten-
dance, whatever policy used must meet at
least the minimum 10% rule. Many profes-
sors have used a general policy of three
missed classes and exclusion is the possi-
bility. However, it will now depend upon
the unit value of the class to determine if
it is sufficient: For example, three misses
in a Con. Law class is only three hours.
But. the unit value for the class is three
units per 14 week semester, thusneeding
at least four missed dass sessions before
sanctions of any type are permissible. On
the other hand, a two unit class has a three
hour minimum-only one and a half class
sessions, so beware.
Iwill attempt to clarify these issues at
the next faculty meeting and report back to
you as soon as possible.
By Ward Wilson
SBA Faculty Rep.
New Mandatory Attendance Policy
Instituted!-Or Is It?
At the October faculty meeting, the
faculty was presented, and by a narrow
margin adopted, a policy by Dean Ides
which purported to clarify when a student
may be sanctioned for failure to attend
class. However, there appears to be some
confusion as to what the policy actually
does.
In a nutshell, a student is required to at-
tend classes' 'regularly." A student who
has missed more than 10% of class time
may be sanctioned by the professor upon
proof to the administration that, 1) the stu-
dent has actually missed 10%, and, 2) the
professor has given the particular student
notice that he is in violation of the atten-
dance policy. The sanctions may be in the
form of a written assignment to be com- .
pleted before the student is allowed to take
the final, all the way up to a prohibition on
taking the final exam at all.
The manner in which this new "policy"
was presented allows for two possible in-
terpretations:
1. If a professor wishes to enforce an at-
tendance policy in his class, the 10% rule
is the minimum limit he can place on re-
quired attendance. The professor must be
able to show by keeping attendance
records every day that the student was ab-
sent on the days in question and that he has
given the student notice to come to class
or sanctions will be imposed. This is a
threshold minimum the professor has to
prove before he is allowed to approach the
. administration with a request to exclude a
student from an exam or any other sanc-
tion.
It was based upon this interpretation
that a motion was passed in which it was
decided not to inform students of the policy
by way of the student handbook as it is a
totally administrative procedure and not
one that affects the students.
2. However, the policy can also be con-:
strued as to tie the administration's hands
so that if a professor shows the 10% and
notice, a per se rule takes all administra-
tive discretion and persuasion out of the
picture and a student may be excluded no
matter what excuses are present. .
Added to this is a provision within the
policy that' 'lack of preparedness or failure
-Pass/Fail Option Abolished As Of
1987-88 School Year
The faculty overwhelmingly voted to
cease offering classes for credit with a pass
fail option. The reason for this is the ad-
ministration's view that too many students
were abusing the process to receive
honors and scholarships to which they
were not rightfully entitled.
CHOOSING A BAR REVIEW?
ASK SOME QUESTIONS FIRST!
L.E.C.C. BAR/BRI J/K OTHERS
LECC BAR/BRI J/K OTHERS
LIVE CLASSES YES
LIMITED CLASS SIZE YES
INDIVIDUALATTENTION • . YES _ ....
PUBLISHED PASS RATES YES
GUARANTEED TUITION REFUND YES
I • (if you don't pass)
FREE FLASHCARDS YES
FREE USE OF AUDIO TAPES YES
THOROUGH CRITIQUES OF EXAMS YES
EXTRA COSTS NO
ESSAYWRITING NO
PERFORMANCE SKILLS NO I,
MULTISTATES NO
for more information contact
THE GUARANTEED BAR REVIEW
sponsored by
THE LEGAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE CENTER
(L.E.C.C.)
2119 Walnut
Venice,Ca. 90291
(213) 390-4742
rrn LOYOLALAW 5C~O~L
Iiii Student Bar ASSOCiation
Di.Y Division
To All Loyola Law Students,
I hope all is progressing well as you prepare for an
exciting period coming up in December. No, not your exams, I
mean Winter Break - the time to heal your wounds and' read cases
that unfeeling, cold-hearted professors have assigned for Spring
Semester.
On a more serious note, I would like to congratulate the
staff of the Loyola Reporter for the terrific job they are doing
this year. Through their efforts this newspaper has become a
publication that we can ~ll be proud of.
The Clubs, Organizations, and Law Journals play important
roles on campus as well. These groups are represented by the
Intra Organizational Council (IOC). The IOC Chairperson has a
vote on most SBA matters, including the SBA budget. Due to both
a busier than expected SBA calendar and the efforts of the Budget
Committee to allocate money in an organ~ed and fair manner, the
budget was finalized later than hoped for this year. I apolog~ze
for ~ny inconvenience this delay may have caused •
The SBA has tried to encourage interaction on campus through
sponsorship of the Turf Club, the Halloween Party (in conjunction
with the evening SBA) , ~nd an off-campus party. Look for the
Valentine's Day party, a Spring bash, and even a few more Turf
Club outings next semester.
The SBA is here to act on your behalf and to try to make your
time a Loyola Law School a little more fulfilling. We are
sincerely working toward these goals.
Thanks for your support,
)J~r.,_/ ~.J~ "-
Skip Coomber - President
1441 WEST OL YMPIC BOULEVARD. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90015 • (213) 736-1008
ABA/LSD REP. REPORT
By Sharon Foster
American Bar Association-Law Student
Division 1986 Resolutions
(Continued From Vol. 10., No.2)
86-21 proposes that the Division endorse and recommend that the Association amend
the ABA Standards for Approval of law schools to provide for alternative test dates if a
law student has more than one test in a 24-hour period or more than two tests within a
48-hour period. (Passed)
86-22 proposes that the ~~sion endorse and recommend that-the Association propose
to Congress that any tax refor'in measure include a policy provision that the Internal Rev-
enue Service is to serve the government and the taxpayer simultaneously, and shall pro-
vide necessary legal information to the taxpayer in matters of assessment and criminal
prosecution. (Passed)
86-23 proposes that the Division recommend that the Association support national legis-
lation recognizing that the rights, privileges, and immunities of United States citizens who
are eighteen years of age or older shall not be denied or abridged by the United States
or any stat because of age. (Failed) .
86-24 proposes that the Division Bylaws be amended to confirm with Robert's Rules
of Order, Newly Revised. These revisions do not change the substance of the Bylaws.
(Passed)
86-25 proposes that the Division endorse and recommend that the Association en-
courage at least one student to serve on a law school's Dean Search Committee. (passed)
86-26 proposes that the Association urge all ABA-accredited law schools to include at
least one student representative selected by the Student Bar Association at all faculty
meetings. (Passed)
86-27 proposes that the Association urge all ABA-accredited law schools to report
course grades and return bluebooks to students within seven weeks of administering the
final examination. (No vote) .
86-28 proposes that the Division support 1986 Annual Meeting Report No. 100, which
will amend the Standards for the Approval of Law Schools pertaining to the law school
library to reflect current and prospective use of electronic and other technology in legal
research. (Passed)
86-29 proposes that the Division not support 1986 Annual Meeting Report No. 102,
which grants approval, reapproval, and extends the term of final approval to certain speci-
fied legal assistant education programs. (Passed)
86-30 proposes that the Division support 1986 Annual Meeting Report No. 113A, which
supports the efforts of the U.S. government in opening a new round of multilateral trade
negotiations designed to preserve and to strengthen the current multilateral trading sys-
tem and to liberalize trade further on a mutually fair and reciprocal basis; and opposes
enactment of legislation inconsistent with the international obligations of the U. S. under
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and enactment of legislation that wouldun-
dercut the negotiating objectives of the United States in a new round of trade negotia-
tions. (Passed) .
~6-31 proposes ~hat .the Division co-sponsor 1986 Annual Meeting Report No. 114A,
which supports legislation to: (1) prohibit private access to records maintained by the Na-
tional Crime Information Center; (2) prohibit public access for non-criminal justice pur-
poses to records maintained by the NCIC; (3) establish federal responsibility for the ac-
curacy, completeness and timeliness of computerized criminal justice information ex-
~hanged by the Attorn.ey Gene~al with sta~e and-local law enforcement agencies by
implementing four specified requirements: and (4) continue limiting the NCIC to the ex-
change of records based on public record information. (Passed)
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Jim Thompson
President
Mark Johnson
Secretary
Marcia Alessy
.4th Yr. Rep.
Cindy Kort
4th Yr. Rep .
Kim Bundlach
SBA Faculty Rep.
Deirdre Mcbrath
Treasurer
Mark Reagan
Vice-President
Darren Trone
3rd Yr. Rep.
Monica Hall
3rd Yr. Rep.
(Not Shown: Fran Blum-ABA/LSO Rep.)
John Kozlowski
2nd Yr. Rep.
Martha Berroff
2nd Yr. Rep.
86-32 proposes that the Division co-sponsor 1986 Annual Meeting Report No. 114B,
which recommends enactment of federal legislation that would: (1) amend federal wire-
tap law to protect the transmission of all forms of information including voice, data, and
video; (2) eliminate the distinction between common carrier and non-common carrier elec-
tronic communication systems where the system is designed to carry private communi-
cations not readily accessible to the public; (3) create statutory exceptions from the pro-
hibition on interception for communications carried in whole or in part on 'public access
systems such as ham radio, CB radio, ship-to-shore, and emergency band radio; (4) re-
quire the government to obtain a search warrant before gaining access to private mes-
sages stored in an electronic mail or messaging system; (5) grant standing to the user uf
an electronic mail or messaging system to contest the lawfulness of the release of the
user's messages to the government; (6) amend federal criminal law to prohibit unautho-
rized access to electronic mail or messaging systems; (7) create federal privacy protec-
tion against the unauthorized disclosure of communications contained in an electronic mail
or messaging system; and (8) establish a framework modelled after the Right to Finan-
cial Privacy Act to govern government access to customer-controlled information con-
tained in the computers of remote data processing service organizations. (Passed)
86-33 proposes that the Division co-sponsor 1986 Annual Meeting Report No. 114C,
which supports legislation to amend the Federal Privacy Act to (1) prohibit the non-
consensual use of income tax, census, political activity, religious affiliation and similarly
sensitive data files for the purpose of verifying the eligibility of citizens for government
benefit programs; (2) require specific notice to applicants that personal information pro-
vided by an applicant may be compared WIth other personal information about the appli-
cant in specified government and private data bases to verify the accuracy of the data pro-
vided; (3) require a government agency to obtain independent specific verification of any
computerized data comparison before a government benefit is terminated or denied; (4)
afford each benefit applicant due process, including notice of the right to correct and com-
plete a government record and a fair hearing at which an applicant or beneficiary may con-
test an agency decision to terminate or deny a benefit on the basis of information obtained
from computerized data comparisons independently verfied; (5) prohibit the merging of
personal data supplied by one agency, and to require that any such file temporarily created
for data verification purposes be destroyed upon completion of the matching operation;
and (6) establish strict limits on access to computerized personal data files to insure they
are not used for different or incompatible purposes or accessed by persons without proper
authority. (Passed)
86-34 proposes that the Division co-sponsor 1986 Annual Meeting Report No. 114D,
which recommends that state and federal education programs for judges include (1) a
course devoted to fairness and the judiciary's role in ensuring a courtroom atmosphere
free of both overt and subtle forms of race and sex bias; and (2) analysis of race and sex-
based stereotypes, myths, beliefs and biases that may affectjudical decision-making, as
part of substantive law courses dealing with subjects such as sentencing, treatment of
domestic violence and rape victims, alimony and child support awards and damages
awards. (Passed)
Resolutions #86-35 thru #86-42 will appear in the next edition-Vol. 10, No.4.
TO ALL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS·:
SEE YOUR I~O~C.·REP. TODAY!
~'.':r'~l1Jt;;1)%1Lilli·.•
Lee Auerbach
1st Yr. Rep.
Maureen McCorel
1st Yr. Rep.
THE. LOYOLA REPORTER.
IS
HONORED
,jttptmu Clfl1nrl tlf tirt ~2t .§bdts
JluJringhnt. ~~ <!t. 2DpJ!.,3
CHAMBERS OF
.JUSTICE WH. .J. BRENNAN, .JR.
September 29, 1986
Mitch~ll A. Jackman
Editor-in-Chief
Loyola Law School
The Loyola Reporter
1441 West Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90015
Dear Mr. Jackman:
Thank you so very much for the
copies of the excellent "Loyola
Reporter." It will be a cher ished
memento forMr s• Brennan and me of a
most delightful visi t. Thank you very,
very much. =r: ..,--
, (~j/lJJ II «, I!el( " •.(jf .: I
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LOYOLA PROFILE:
A VISIT WlifH PROFESSOR LOUIS NATALI
Interviewed By
, Barbara A. Horowitz,
HOROWITZ: Let'sstart with the easy
questions.
NATALI: You mean like my name.
HOROWITZ: Like how did you come to
be a professor here? What is your back-
ground? Give us your curriculum vitae.
.NATALI: Well, I went to law school with
Gerry Uelman who was a professor here
for about 15 years. He kiJ.ewof my interest
in relocating here to the west coast. I was
teaching in the east full time at Rutgers for
awhile and then part time at both Rutgers
and Temple. I was first assistant defender
in Philadelphia. I was in charge of training,
so I was really teaching there too. Through
Gerry and the National Institute of Trial
. Advocacy I got to meet Judge Bryne who
is very close to Loyola. His father. went to
Loyola, he has been on the Board here and
teaches here. He knew of my interest so
the two of them got me an invitation to
come and teach. Although at first I was un-
able to accept, Ieventually did accept. At
the same time, Arthur Frakt with whom I
, taught at Rutgers became the dean here.
So it was a combination of those things. It
was really fortuitous.
HOROWITZ.: Let's back up a bit-in law
school, was your plan always to be a crimi-
nallawyer?
NATALI: Yes
HOROWITZ: Why?
NATALI: Well, it's just something I was
always really fascinated by and very inter-
-ested in. I don't know why but I have a nat-
ural attraction for the underdog. No mat-
ter what it.is. For example, if I tum on the
t. v. and I am watching two high school
basketball teams that I know nothing
about, I am going to root for the team that
is the underdog. That's just kinda the way
I El¥1 about everything in life. I like
repesenting . ,. .
HOROWITZ: So, you must like the
Dodgers now?
NATALI: Well, tlfe Dodgers have won for
so long it is hard to characterize them as
underdogs. But I have always, when I
found out what it was really like and started
to be a criminal lawyer , taken a lot of pride
in representing people who everybody
would like to crush, everybody would like
to put in jail, to stamp the life out of. I think
it is very macho, but I'd like to be the per-
son that says you can't do it and bring the
machinery of the state to a grinding halt.
Or at least to slow it down somewhat. I
think I have been fairly successful at doing
that and I have enjoyed it very much.
It's hard to convey that to law students
and young people. I have a slightly differ-
ent view of law students here than most
people do. I'd like to see more of them in-
terested in criminal law . Those who are in-
terested in criininallaw are usually inter-
ested in it for one of two reasons: one be-
cause they want to prosecute and or the
second which is they see it as a spring-
board to a career in litigatiorrwhich will get
them 6 figures but not necessarily' in-
volved in the criminal law . I'd like to see
more of them interested in it for the purity
of it and for becoming public defenders and
becoming advocates of unpopular causes,
The ones that have become interested, I
try and work with and inspire. There are
lots of people who come and talk to me
about litigation and not criminal law . most
of them want to do it for that. Not to say
that I am begrudging their wanting-to do
that, I think thatwe have an obligation to
give people what they want ... within
reason. . . and I think certainly a career in
litigation and making a lot of money is
definitely in reason. I think it is sympto-
matic of the times that people aren't inter-
ested in being public defenders. I'd like to
seemore here. It's very much that the
pendulum has swung the other way. There '
is just so much more interest in putting
people in jail, keeping people in jail. We
have a great clinic with the DA's office but
we don't have anything with the public
defender's office. In a sense I understand
why, we don't want to see our students
practicing on poor people. I think the public
defender's office is right in holding the line
in that sense, but I think that we could
have the clinic and we could bring our stu-
dent's up to speed to handle municipal
court cases and traffic court cases and se-
lect the kids of cases they could get in-
volved in where we're really not going to
do any.harm to anybody. And we could use
their youthful enthusiasm which a lot of
lawyers who have been doing-it for a long
time don't have. This is a long answer to
your question.
HOROWITZ: You talked about grinding
the state machinery to a halt. Do you have
that attitude in your role as professor to
the administrative machinery here at
Loyola.
NATALI: No
HOROWITZ: You are tenured, aren't
you?
NATA'Ll: Yes. Uh, but ... I know that
there are a lot of students that aren't
happy with the administration, really their
own contact with the administration in a
situation where they get a "no" because
they want to do something different or
special or they unfortunately have to deal
with the administration because they are
on probation and I think the administration
takes a r-ather avuncular, I won't say
paternalistic, view of its duty to them. It's
pretty hard-ass and it's pretty much say-
ing you've got to tow the-line, and you
can't have a job and you've got to have
those credits, and you've got to take this
or that course and it really places every-
body in a situation where you have a bad
taste in your mouth. But having been in-
volved in administration, not in a law school
but at the defender's office where I was
responsible for the supervision of 135 law-
yers, it's something I really want to avoid
and minimize. I also know that when you
are an aaministrator you have to many
times take an unpopular position ifyou are
going to carry out your job with a sense of
committment. l-happen to know all the
people in the administration, all of them, in
my opinion, are trying to do the job. I know
that some of them aren't as .smooth in
their, let's put it this way, their relations
with students as they could be. But I think
all are interested in really improving the
school and helping the student although the
student may not feel it at the time. And,
does it really help anyone to lower stan-
dards. I know that sometimes you just
have to be really harsh and say, "no, you
can't do that." But if you get to know
some of these people by taking their
classes, especially the seminars, you
might have a different viewpoint. Did I
avoid answering that question?
HOROWITZ: Yes you did, but here's an-
other. If you were, which I know you don 't
want to be, but if you found yourself in an
administrative position here at Loyola. . .
, NATALI: I'd resign immediately.
HOROWITZ: . . . with carte blanche
... .how would you restructure the
school?
NATALI: I was chairman of the creden-
tials committee last year and with Alan
Ides and other people in the committee we
did restructure the first year course quite
a bit-everything got cut .down to five
credits, criminal law got advanced to 5
credits from 2 and we made it "Adrnini-
stration of Criminal Justice" which is a lot
of constitutional law as well. We did away
with ARW and we incorporated the writing
into substantive courses which I think is
very sensible and makes it a lot easier, and
we added a course in legal history and
jurisprudence.
But I think basically if I had carte blance
and if I was the dean of the world and I
could make the AALS listen to me I think
that I would make law school about a year
and a half and the other year and a half
would be clinical and it would be rotating
through a number of required core areas.
Obviously there would be some selection,
but I think I would make everybody work
in . .'. if we could get the cooperation of
the big firms, which I don't think we would
. . . give everybody experience in criminal
law, real estate, civil litigation, tax, busi-
ness, four or five very basic areas and then
let people opt for longer periods in the
ones that they would like. That's the way
people will learn what the world is really
like, how to employ what they have
learned in their first year and a half. If you
don't get it in a year and a half, then the
next year and a half isn't going to get it for
you in terms of core concepts or reasoning
ability, ability to express oneself. I think
that there is a lot to be learned other than
reading appellate cases' and three years of
reading appellate cases is, in my opinion,
ridiculous.
NATALI: The reason I like teaching trial
advocacy is that I find that students get .
into that class and for the first time, (ex-
cept maybe for ECN, which is a little differ-
ent as well, students don't really like the
ethical part of it), the reasons that students
respond so well, I don't have any notions
that its because of me or my charm, is be-
cause for the first time they are doing what
a lawyer is supposed to do. It's all coming
togetherfor them in terms of, o.k., here's
a torts problem and I am going to employ
the law that I've learned and what I've
. learned in evidence and what I've learned
in procedure. . .'putting them all together
and representing the client and the stu-
dents really go for it. They take the bit and
they love it and they work real hard. I think
its gratifying to see. I wish we could proj-
ect that and have smaller classes in every
subject and have that kind of experience.
In order to do it the way I'd like to see ev-
idence_taught, the way I think most evi-
dence professors would like .to see it
taught, is that there be a nice small group
of students in which we can get everybody
up on their feet in two or three hours
everyday making arguments and answer-
ing objections, but in order to do that you
are going to have to have one professor for
every twenty to twenty-four people. Look
at the numbers, we'd have to teach three
hundred people in evidence in the day, each
year, and what would you need to do that?
You would need 12 professors for evi-
dence and right now we have 3 or 4, so,
it's not economically feasible. Tuition is so
high no one wants to make it any higher-
everybody realizes how high it is, we are
trying to hold the line so we are ex-
perimenting with some ways of doing it. '
Weare going to ask the curriculum com-
mittee to look at that again. We have asked
them in the past to look alit. There is no
one who opposes the concept of smaller
sections. It's just a question of reality.
Where do we get the teachers and how do-
we pay them-and how do we do it with-
out raising tuition. We can't raise tuition.
HOROWITZ: What are the major differ-
ences between the kind of students that
you have dealt with in your career as a law
professor and as a student and the kinds of
the students you deal with now.
NATALI: Well, I think one of the major
differences is the willingness of the stu-
dents to engage a professor in conversa-
tion, not only in class but privately in their
offices, in the cafeteria. When I went to
law school you just could not talk to profes-
sors. You had no idea where their offices
were and no one. would have had the au-
dacity to go and find them and ask them a
question. Itwas just not done. I think that
since I have been teaching which is about
twelve years, law students are much more
aggressive, much more willing to find you
and take advantage of the out-of-class ex-
periences. On the other hand, I don't see
the idealism in law students that I saw in
myself and in law studentsof the late 60' s
and early 70' s. But that is not necessarily
a bad thing. I am not sure that it is a bad
thing at all. I think that it is very hard to be
idealistic at this time given the leadership
we have in this country. And I don't just
mean the political leadership , I mean the
, moral leadership as well-think of Jerry
Falwell. I think that students are a little
more realistic and I think that's good.
They have a more realistic idea about what
they want and how to get it and how-to use
law school. There has been a lot of infor-
mation about what to do about what
courses to take, interviews and jobs to go
for, than what we ever had. Students have
pushed for that and have demanded that.
There are still some students who have no
idea why they are in law school-it was
true then too. I don't know what you can
do about that. It is probably a function of
we in our society-' 'I don't want to work,
I can't be a bum-so law school sounds in-
teresting so I'll try that." Sometimes they
are very good students, sometimes they'
are not. You rarely see those who are but
sometimes you do.
HOROWITZ: Now, let's talk about your
personal life a little bit.
NATALI: I don't thinkI want to talk: about
that.
HOROWITZ: Oh, come on, just stuff like
,what kind of movies you like-I don't want
to delve too deeply.
- NAT~LI: I am a sports fanatic-I love
sports. I love' to play sports-I play rac-
quetball, I run alot, I spend a 'Iot of my
spare time thinking about sports and being
involved in them. I also like to read a lot
and write,
HOROWITZ: I know that you are also
good at sports trivia.
NATALI: Yeh! l like to cook too.
HOROWITZ: Why are you still a Philly's
fan?
NATALI: That's part of loving the under-
dog. When you watch a team lose for
thirty-six years-it's been a long walk in
the desert, with-two nice stops-Dodger
fans can never be good pilblic defenders
-for that reason-they are too used to .
winning-they have to know what it means
to suffer.
September 15, 1986
.MeRE
BETTERENGLISH
FOR lAWSTUDENTS
Generally, you can keep your writing
concise if you keep the subject and verb
fairly close together. However, this as-
sumes that you know what your subject
an? verb are! For example, try to decipher
- this passage from the proximate cause
case, Marshall v. Nugent, 22 F.2d 604 (lst
Cir. 1955): .
To say that the situation created by
the defendant's culpable acts. con-
stituted "merely a condition," not a
cause of plaintiff's harm, is to indulge in
mere verbiage, which does not solve the
question at issue, but is a simple way of
stating the conclusions, arrived at from
other considerations, that the casual re-
lation between the defendant's act and
the plaintiff's injury is not strong
enough to warrant holding the defen-
dant legally responsible for the injury.
(emphasis added.)
What is the main subject and verb in this
one sentence??? What did Chief Justice
Magruder intend for us to understand? All
!'indulgence in verbiage"? Or that the
causal connection is not 'sufficient? This
passage would have been much more ef-
fective in shorter, simpler sentences ..
. We read these sorts of opinions every
time we prepare for class. But don't get
, ,caught up" writing this way, you can see
how frustrating it is to read. Law school
can be frustrating enough. . .
[Ed's note: this is the second in a series
of making your writing simple.]
Monday,November 3, 1986
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THE L-O YOLA REPOR TER
ENTERTAINMENT SECTION
ART:
LACMA EXPANSION
On Sunday, November 23rd, the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art will open
to the public its new Robert O. Anderson
Building after five years of planning and
construction.
The Anderson Building (named after the
ARCO chairman) will house modern and
contemporary art, as well as changing ex-
hibitions. Included in the collections will be
works by Picasso, Matisse, and contem-
porary artist Lichtenstein.
LACMA is located at 5905 Wilshire
Blvd., is closed on Mondays, and the sec-
ond Tuesday of each month is free admis-
sion day for all.
"THE COLOR
OF MONEY"
By Christopher K. Liston
Director Martin Scorsese teams Paul
Newman with Tom Cruise in his latest
movie by Touchstone Pictures, "The
Color of Money." Newman reprises his
role as "Fast" Eddie Felson, created in
the 1961 classic, "The Hustler." Felson,
still hustling after twenty-five years, de-
cides to mold Cruise's character, Vincent
Lauria. a flakey but uncorrupted new-
comer, into a conniving and worldly player.
The potential for this character interaction
is intriguing. However, the most absorb-
ing scenes .are not between Felson ,and
Lauria, but between Felson and Lauria's
girlfriend, Carmen (played by Mary
~'CARAVAGGIO"
By Sean Judge
Once in a while, there comes a filmthat
is not just bad, but really, really awful.
Offensive. Pretentious. So bad it makes
you want to maim and torture whoever
was responsible for inducing you into the
theatre: the guy who printed the poster for
the movie, the guy who pops the popcorn
at the theatre, ANY CRITIC WHO GAVE
IT A GOOD REVIEW!!! ... Well, you
get the idea. This can of celluloid called
CARAVAGGIO can evoke rage in anyone
with a beating heart.
If is pure unadulterated pain to sit
through this thing, which comes to us
courtesy of our jolly old ally, Britain. Her
Majesty's loyal subject, Derek [arma,
fought for seven years to get funding for
, this project. Eventually, the British Film
Institute coughed up the 400,000 Sterling
needed to tum what must have been a
really bad wet dream of Jarman's into a
reality. They should sue for breach, even
if it was a grant, because folks, this is not
a film.
CARAVAGGIO wants to be a highly un-
usual biography of Michaelangelo de
Caravaggio, the Renaissance artist who is
the most noted for his sardonic religious
and mythological paintings for which he
used street urchins, prostitutes and thugs
as models. On film, Jarman uses an inter-
esting approach in attempting to tell
Caravaggio's story. A fair percentage of
the scenes are re-enactments of Caravag-
gio's most famous paintings. Trained as an
artist and set decorator, Jarma, in all fair-
ness, has a brilliant eye for getting great
looking shots from sparse but provocative
sets. Perhaps his efforts would have been
Elizabeth Mastrantonio).
In fact, this Felson-Cannen chemistry is
so riveting, that the Lauria character be-
comes lost. In part, this is contributed by
the screenplay. The Felson and Carmen
characters are growing and multi-
dimensional, while Lauria is the predicta-
ble "puppet."
More importantly, though, Newman and
Mastrantonio give such outstanding per-
formances that credible jobs by the other
performers seem mediocre. F elson and
Carmen understand each other so well that
much of their interaction is non-spoken.
Rather, looks, expressions, and body lan-
guage are the focus of communication; it's
enjoyable to watch.
Richard Price's screenplay, loosely
based on Water Tevis' novel, attempts too
much. As a result, he does not deal with
better spent producing a slide show, photo
book or even photo exhibit. Huge prob-
lems arise, however, when Jarman tries to
apply his considerable visual talent to the
medium of film as a writer and director.
What transpires on the screen, ultimately
ana unfortunately, is beautiful garbage.
If you care anything about a story or
plot, don't go to see this film: it's just too
painful to see these great shots so badly
abused in one of the most consciously
artsy, incoherent, pretentious and down
right offensive screenplays ever written.
That Caravaggio is a scoundrel as lecher-
ousas his models/hetero-homosexual
lovers are discernable from the script, but
little else is. What we are forced to sit
through in favor of story and character de-
velopment are interminable scenes of
Caravaggio's female lover shoving a whole
bag of gold sovereigns into his male lover's
- mouth (and getting a kick out of it), and
Caravaggios constant contemplation of
death while feverishly reminiscing about
really great homosexual experiences to his
imbecile paint-mixer/sidekick. Right.
Caravaggio eventually goes the way of
most people who were alive in the Renais-
sance; he dies (surprise'), but not before
he kills his homosexual lover who happens
to stop by for a chat while the artist is hard
at work on the transmission of an old green
pickup truck. A Renaissance "Goober," if
ever there was one.
If you haven't guessed, this really isn't
the kind of filmyou're likely to see at a Ro-
tary Club Movie Night. It's just plain
weird. Yes, the approach is unusual and
original, but it's also rather silly. Try tak-
ing it seriously and your brain will short cir-
cuit. Whatever you do, DON'T Dring a
date unless he/she is REEEALLY open
minded. Better yet, do something else.
Life is too short.
the plots, characters, or themes
thoroughly. This is frustrating for the'
viewer in light of the talent assembled.
" Cruise turns in a respectable job, but be-
ware, this is not the "Tom Cruise Star" of
"Top Gun" or "Risky Business." Helen
Shaver, in a minor role-as Felson's girl-
friend, also turns in an excellent job. ' .
See this movie for .the acting, magnifi-
cently photographed pool shots (Newman
and Cruise do their own), and soundtrack.
That's the color of success in "The Color
of Money."
Photo CourtQsy of 20th Century Fox
MUSIC:
GENESIS ,
AT THE FORUM
October 16, 1986
by Sean Eamon Judge
This is a review I hoped I would never
have to write. For anyone who has ever
caredabout creative and provocative mu-
sic, fake note that there is now officially
one less band on the already small roster.
Once arguably ~;Iemost rhythmically and
musically creative "big" group of the 70' s,
Genesis has become the most boring,
overblown disappointment of the 80's.
The "post-Duke" blandness was never as
much in evidence as it was in the Forum
show. Usually a phenomenal concert band
because of their ability to stretch out be-
yond format and really GROOVE, Genesis
has now officially become Phil Collins,
Inc. To anyone who has been alive in the
last two years, that means cutesy songs,
occasionally great drumming but MORE
calculated. The only time in the show that
they let their considerable music skills
shine through was in an extended medley
predominantly from their Gabriel years
which featured hacked-up versions of "In
the Cage" and sadly, their all time 1972
classic "Supper's Ready." Perhaps they
think that in this age of musically packaged
quickies that predominantly teen and yup-
pie audiences can't sit still for anything
longer than 3-5 minutes, or anything more
ambitious than 4/4 time. Where their past
concerts have showcased great playing of
great songs, this show was embarrassing
in its hopelessly low aim, a sad footnote to
the days when they wrote and played up to
their considerable capabilities. May Gen-
esis make millions upon millions in their in-
spired quest for corporate rock's creative
wasteland. They've lost this once die-hard
fan forever.
SERIOUS HUMOR
ANSWER MAN: The Answer Man Ar-
rives at Loyola Law School to Answer all
of your Questions about School and Any-
thing Else on your Mind.
Dear Answer Man,
Please help! I need some advice. I was
stopped by the police and arrested for driv-
ing whileintoxicated. I wasn't wearing my
seatbelt, and I don't have insurance. The
. cop also found some illegal drugs in my
glove compartment. My trial is next week.
What do you think will happen to me?
Signed,
Scared and Confused
DearS & C:
Don't worry. Many people have been in
the same situation. You will probably get a
one year sentence-driving an RTD bus.
Dear Answer Man:
I am a third year male student. When I
came to Loyola, I was told that the school
was going to purchase the land south of the
parking structure to construct more park-
ing for male students. This year, instead of
parking stalls! I see grass and volleyball
courts! What happened?
Signed,
Feeling Betrayed
Dear Betrayed:.
You are right, the land was supposed to
be used for parking. Instead, the admini-
stration decided that the school needed to
attract more preppies and athletes. The
administration thought this would solve the
parking problem because preppies ride
scooters, and the hunks commute with fe-
males.
Relax, Betrayed, take off the shoes,
have a beer on Thursdays, and think of all
the poor fools that Loyola is recruiting with
the hype of a new parking structure for
next year. '
Dear Answer Man:
I can't believe allof the commotion about
Metro Rail. All the debates, for four lousy
miles! Where will the Metro Rail be?
Signed,
Amazed
Dear Amazed:
The next scheduled route will be about
one mile-i-to take Loyola's male students
to the Union Parking Lot.
Dear Answer Man:
I have a problem. Every morning, bee
fore I leave for school, my wife insists on
checking my briefs. This seems to take
some time, and I am always late for class.
Any suggestions?
Signed,
Late Again
Dear Late Again:
What problem? You can always copy a
friend's notes, you fool! Class is never as
important as what is in your briefs!
As a special favor to you-one of my let-
ter writers, I will let your wife check my
briefs for a while-let her drop me a line
regarding what time you leave and return!
Got a problem? Have a burning ques-
tion? Ask the Answer Man-he always has
an answer. Send your questions to the
Loyola Reporter and read your response
in the next issue.
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OXFORD is a town easy to fall in love in. Romance NICARAGUA Materialism, however, wasn't enoughseems to rise like steam through the for him.(From Page 1) spaces in the cobblestone streets and bead
JOURNAL
But, you miss something,
Originally, Oxford was a study place for in little drops on the stained glass win- you don't feel complete,
"< monks and other religious orders. As the dows. Love is frequently nurtured while everything seems empty,
town began to fill and the conflict between "punting" on the Thames. Like a Monet (pART II) lacking meaning,church and state heightened, elightened painting, girls in sunhats sit in long flat
By Robert Benson * and your mind sees hungry faces,bishops began to found colleges. When boats while men push the craft under stone neighborhoods of misery,
Henry VIII dissolved the monasteries, Ox- arch bridges with a long pole that reaches (Continued From Vol. 10, No.2) torture and brutality,
ford University, much as it exists today, down to the shallow riverbottom. Add a The first empowerment program came and you realize that
was born. bottle of champagne, and it's easy to for- in 1980 immediately after the revolution. you participated tonight
The city of Oxford is a collection of an- get the rest of the world and to live simply The Sandinistas shut the secondary in the oppression of your people,
cient architecture with designs represen- for the present. schools and universities for six months and you have fattened the ranks
tative .of several centuries. Beautiful At 11 p.m. the pubs close. This is a law sent thousands of volunteer students into of the hangmen.
church spires, bell towers, and monolythic left over from World War II, when the the countryside to teach the nation how to In 1976, at the age of 18, he joined the
structures dot the town; timeless menu- government decided its citizens should read and write. The literacy rate shot up Sandinistas fighting from across the bor-
ments of great beige stone. Gargoyles and deal soberly with the realities of war. The from 50 percent to 87 percent. Literacy is der. He was in love.
monastic figures carved into these moun- ghost of that time lives on through this law a great equalizer. I know, it's difficult
tains stare down at the city with eyes and through the many war memorials Simultaneously, the government was for you,
agape as they ponder the changes they've around the country. The English have not vaccinating the children and opening health but you can be happy
seen. forgotten the beating they took. It has clinics accessible to everyone, including even though you don't see me;
Accenting these landmarks and growing made them a more realistic, if not fatalis- the women in the villages who had been but I have you
like a stubborn mold between some of their tic people. Resigned and yet hopeful, they known to give birth while pounding their and I am inside of you,
walls are the symbols of the modern world: seem to accept life as it comes and make laundry clean in the mountain streams. like those nights.
a neon-lighted and glass encased shopping the very best of it. Health is a great dignifier. He continued writing poems to her,
mall, an occasional punk-rocker, tourist As the pubs empty, people either go The cooperative movement, the Chris- which he never sent.
shops selling T-shirts and post cards, a home or head for the after hours dance tian Lay organizers, and the neighborhood Those poems
McDonalds. Despite Oxford's walls and clubs spread around the city. As midnight improvement associations, all encouraged are not revolutionary,
borders, the same ones which once kept arrives, Oxford puts on a new face. The by the government, have substantially dis- people will say.
back armies, the town does not keep back streets empty while the discos rage on in mantled hundreds of vertical hierarchies of But you and I know
the realities of modern economics and so- their corners of the town. Bleary eyed stu- authority and substituted horizontal struc- that if I talk to you
ciety. In fact the tourists who come to this dents will have much to regret in the morn- . tures of responsibility. Sharing responsibil- of love,
city, when combined with the residents ing. On the streets, the fast-food trucks ity is a great democratizer. that if I tell you
and students who still come from allover rule, selling "Kabobs" (like a pita bread Currently, the Sandinistas continue to that 1'0 like to be with you
the world to study here, make Oxford a burrito) to the lost, the lonely, and the open up power to the population in. the I am saying
potpouri of cultures. Living within' that drunk. form or scores of on-going Face the Peo- that I'm going to fight
blend of world cultures has always been an By 3 a.m., even the restless are finally ple and Open Forum meetings in schools for it,
important element of this town's lesson to .in bed. In these early morning hours the and auditoriums across the country. so that you and I
it's visitors. full moon lights the city like a hole neatly Government functionaries, including and all the young
Oxford today is no museum piece. It is punched in a black lampshade. The tower President Daniel Ortega, "face the peo- Nicaraguans
a city alive with the present, yet clinging of Magdalen College seems to support the pIe" in complaint sessions several times a can love one another
firmly to it's past. It has seen kings come moon between its spires. This tower was week, while the "open forums" elicit in a free society
and go, Columbus sail for America, and the started before Columbus was born. At that comments on the new draft constitution. based on love.
British Empire grow and dissolve. It has time, Indians were hunting Bison with Never mind that the complaints can be And he knew that things might have
produced some very famous people: T.S. bows and arrows on the North American finessed, Never mind that the constitution been different, but weren't.
Eliot, Oscare Wilde, J.R.R. Tolkien, Mar- continent. It is easy to be awe-struck by is so long and the comments so plentiful If you had been born
garet Thatcher, and Dudley Moore, to the towns history and timeless beauty, for that the government will be able to read iri another country,
name a few, But Oxford is also a city with Oxford has a way of making you aware of more or less what it wants to read in the if we had known
blood on it's hands. Dozens of wars have your little place in the great expanse of text when finally approved by the National another sort of society,
gone on around it, and it has seen death in time. The city affects a foreigner much like Assembly. Look at the process. Once you we would be a happy couple,
it's own backyard. The ghosts of Oxford's the full moon affects the werewolf. Per- teach thousands of people to speak their making plans for the fntura ,
past do not all rest in peace. spective grows here like the fangs of the minds about self-governance week after writing poetry and love letters,
/."There has always been an uneasy rela- hapless shape shifter in the throes of his week, you cannot un-teach that lesson. and our whole problem
tionship between students and the local transformation. The effects of this little Public meetings are great for making the would be our relationship.
townspeople, and battles between town·however, will not fade when the sun governors' job more difficult-and in a But we were born in Nicaragua,
"town" and "gown" date back to the rises. A visitor is left to wander the coun- democracy the job should be difficult. wernet
earliest days of the university. In 1354, a tryside of his life with a forever trans- In sum, the Sandinistashave created a and we loved
tavern brawl between the scholars and formed and expanded outlook. revolution of social psychology and have in this country.
townspeople erupted into a three-day bat- Slowly, dark and billowed clouds drift sown it so widely that-assuming the con- We write letters and poems,
tle which ended up with 68 people, mostly across the star-speckled sky behind the tras are quelled and Reagan dovsn't not of love,
students, dead. The "gowns" were tower. The tower's tall spires seem to al- invade-it is beyond the stage at which it but of struggle,
driven from the city, and only the kings in- most scratch at heaven, threatening to could be uprooted. It has flowered not only letters that talk of murdered
tervention got them back into their class- tear open the clouds as they move over- in the structures of government but, much companeros,
rooms. head and to unleash the souls of centuries moe importantly, in the minds of the poems that circulate clandestinely.
Today the "town vs. gown" mentality in a rain of the past. Then the moon breaks people .. Our problems
is still felt to a limited extent, but now Ox- through, and the tower again begins its If only Reagan and the U. S. Congress do are the problems of our people.
ford's blood is shed at the hands of another taunting flirtation with the night sky. This not' kill this flower. And, beyond that, if Nevertheless, I'm sure
enemy. Just this year the daughter of a scene has been played out countless times only it would then flower in the minds of that our love,
cabinet minister died while using heroin. in centuries past, and will continue to be the previously privileged-the Obando y cannot be any greater,
_Oxford is a beautiful woman who long ago played for centuries ahead. Ifwe play our Bravos, the tipper-class business types, since besides being ours,
lost her innocence. cards right. and the women "..ith the razor blades dan- it is all the people's
Just outside the city, away from the mar- gling from their key chains. and it is enough.
kets, the McDonalds, and the colleges, the USD: PARIS For it finally came to me that by pew- Ernesto Castillo Salaverry was killed byOxford countryside waits patiently for mate at Obando's mass was not making a a Somocista sniper a year before the San-
those who want to find the soul as well as The University of San Diego Law School statement about violence with her little dinista victory and shortly before his 21st
the heart of this city. The River Thames will add a clinical placement in international bourgeois trinket. She was doing nothing birthday. He had written:
wanders through the area, seperating and business law to its Paris summer program more complicated than making a statement I want on my tombstone,
rejoining itself. Quiet pubs feature pints of this year. This program gives second-year about bourgeois trinkets! In a country of so next to the date
lager and lawnbowling on the riverbank. In students the opportunity to work in Paris much blood and pathos, she could still be of my death,
the parks, Cricket and Rugby matches go law firms and corporate counsel's offcies sufficiently caught up with herself that a ra- your name to be engraved.
on, and in the surrounding forest wildlife specializingin EEC law, international finan- zor blade was nothing but a symbol of her He was writing, of course, to his girl-
lives on as it has throughout Oxford's cial law, and international business law in participation in the internationale of chic friend, but I think he was also saying some-
tumultuous history. Quaint houses of mor- general. Most of the placements will last shoppers. For her, the razor blade was thing to you, Senorita designer jeans.
tar and stone are topped with thatched for six weeks and carry academic credit. just another designer label. *Robert Benson is a professor of law at Loyola Law School .roofs and stand firm against the wild brush The student's work will depend on the Can the revolution ever get through to in Los Angeles. He wasa member of a Loyola-Maryrnountand trees. Their neatly trimmed lawns and kind ofIegal pr.oblems available in the office minds like that? I doubt it. But it has hap- I'niversitv study group that visited Nicaragua in June.
hedges are patches of civilizationcut out of assigned. Students can expect to do re- pened before.
IN THE EYE OF THEthe undisciplined surroundings. Continu- search and draft contracts, opinion letters, It happened to Emesto Castillo Sala-ally, the wilderness fights to regain its ter- and memos. They may particip..te in client verry, bourgeois son of an intellectual law- BEHOLDERritory around the edges of these homes. I interviews, negotiating sessions. and fum yer who owned a bookstore in Managua.
wonder if the townspeople don't feel like strategy planning meetings. Ernesto, a self-described "society boy," U. Minnesota Finds ItHung Painting
the forest, cut back by the culture of the Current first year students who wish to was well into materialism and was involved Incorrectly For 30 Years
university, and forever jealous of how that participate summer 1988 should contact with a girl, and he produced a sheaf of per- Campus museum director Lyndel
little patch of well-manicured greenery up- USD this year for counseling. haps immature, but honest, elegant, lapi- King says she recently discovered thestages them. The Paris program is one of six summer dary poems telling of all this before he was museum had hung Georgia O'Keefe'sBack in the city itself, twilight falls. The programs offered by USD. The others are even 20 years old. (Antologia Postuma, 1928 oil "Oriental Poppies" vertically
small pubs fill with residents and visitors, Dublinon international human rights, Lon- Ministerio de Cultura, Managua, 1981). for 30 years instead of horizontally, as
and people for the most part simply enjoy don on international business, Mexico on You get into your car, it was meant to be viewed.the end of the day. Conversations go on in the law of the Americas, Oxford on non- latest model, King discovered the error in mid-various languages, and men and women business Anglo-American comparative with tape deck, air conditioning August while doing research for an e's-meet as they do anywhere. Even the bums law, and Russia-Poland on east-west trade and all the extras possible; say on the museum's permanent col-are not immune to this city's influence; and socialist law. For further information, you carry in your pocket lection.some quote Shakespeare for free drinks. write Mrs. Sue Coursey, USD Law enough marijuana ' 'What the heck," she said. "It looksFor those who seek companionship, this School, Alcala Park, San Diego, CA92110. to spend the night on a wave. terrific either way."
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BAR/BRI Prepares More Grad~ating Law Students for the'
~alifomia BarExam Each Year ThanAll Other Courses Combined!
There must be a reason why.
Does BAR/BRI have the finest California outlines
to use while in-lawschool as well as for bar preparation?
Does BAR/BRI have the most qualified faculty'
(ABA approved law school professors only) teaching its
review course?
Does BAR/BRI have a full-time attorney staff to give
each student personal assistance in using the BAR/BRI
materials and method?
Does BAR/BRI include in its senior review course materials
all the relevant post-198Q California Bar Exam questions?
.
Does BAR/BRI include in its senior review course
I
at NO EXTRA CHARGE the following:
, , 1. Over 30 structured issue analysis and
substantive law lectures'
..
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
ri
Yes
Yes
-
2. A 4-day intensive performance test workshop
3. Essaywriting seminars
4. Amultistate reviewprogram
5. Asimulated bar exam
6. Weekly-gradedpractice examinations
Compare BAR/BRI vs. The Cpmpetition! I
, ,
THE ONLY CHOICE!
,
11801 West Olympic Blvd., '#7
Los Angf(!les,California 90064
(213) 477-2542
352 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California 94102
(415) 441-5600
1407 First Avenue
San Diego, California 92101
(619) 236-0623
